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22STARS	foundation	in	Uganda 
 
The 22STARS foundation is based in the Netherlands, but carries out all their projects in 
Uganda. We use education and entrepreneurship to empower children and their families to rise 
above poverty. We create long-term sponsorships for 270 children in Uganda, and also run 
several community development initiatives including a nutrition program, basic needs 
program, small business training and micro loans program and our holistic educational 
program with extra-curricular activities. 
 

Teller	für	Teller:	donations	for	food	
 
Many of the children in our 22STARS project in the Acholi Quarter in Kampala and the Danida 
slum in Jinja went often to bed without getting food and were severe malnourished. By starting to 
provide them with long-term sponsors to send them to schools and covering their food fee at 
school, they at least get posho and beans and porridge at school. In addition, thanks to Teller Für 
Teller we provide them once a week with a hot meal with meat or fish, which they otherwise would 
never get ( or perhaps once a year for Christmas) and hand out by times when there is food scarcity/ 
and or the holidays bags with beans, posho, mais and rice to the families.  
  
Thanks to our big sponsor Alexander Schledewits and his team Teller Für Teller we come 
together every Saturday in Jinja and Sunday in Kampala to eat with the kids.  
 

Background	information	
 
Uganda is a land-locked country in East Africa, bordering Lake Victoria. Uganda produces more 
food than it consumes. Yet, poverty still limits people’s access to nutritious food, especially in the 
Northern and Eastern part of Uganda and the slum areas where people often live on less than a 
dollar a day. 
  
According to the World Food Program, Uganda’s population is growing at a shockingly fast pace 
– expected to reach 100 million by 2050 – and the presence of the world’s third largest refugee 
population pose further challenges to the country’s ability to achieve Sustainable Development 
Goal 2 on Zero Hunger. 
  
While the Government of Uganda gives refugees plots of land to cultivate, to encourage their self-
sufficiency, the number of refugees grew so much that the plots become gradually smaller. Also 
like refugees, Ugandan smallholder farmers lack farming skills, handling techniques and access to 
services such as credit and insurance. Storage facilities are often inadequate to protect harvested 
crops from pests, moisture and mold, which results in losses of up to 30 percent. On average, 
nearly half of all Ugandans consume less calories than they need every day. One in three school 
children have no food to eat during the school day. 
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Letter	from	founder	Stella	with	summary	of	the	last	1.5	years	

 
 

 
Dear friends and donors,  
 
I would like to say a very big THANKS to you!  15.564 meals in 1.5 years is just WOW! I have 
never thought we would be able to continue feeding all the kids for that long! You guys rock! 
The number of kids in our program also keeps increasing, thanks to the number of long-term 
sponsors that we found to finance their schoolfees.  
 
We started with a group of 60 children and grew to more than 270 kids by now! We are happy to 
mention that all the children in our program found a long-term sponsor who is supporting them 
with their education! In addition, we found sponsors who make general donations so we are able 
to pay the rent of the offices where the children take their lunch, pay for their chairs, plates and 
the cooking materials.  
 
In this report, you will see more in detail how much money we have spent per week on the actual 
food for the children and the amount that we have received from you to be able to do this.  
All money was spent directly on the food for the children and the necessary banc transfer costs, 
zero went to administration cost. Hence, we achieved the maximum impact that we could make! 
 
On average a meal costed between 0.75 to 1,00 euro and we gave also a meal to the men and 
women who helped us cooking and taking care of the children.  In addition, we handed out food 
bags in the holiday season, containing posho and beans, which meant providing extra meals for a 
cheaper price. Also, the exchange rate kept fluctuating between 3500 to 4300 UGX per euro, 
which explains why we sometimes could provide more meals for a certain amount and 
sometimes less. 
 
In 2017 (plus December 2016) we received in 13 months’ time 9.701,27 euro from Teller für 
Teller. We started feeding 60 kids a week in the Acholi Quarter slum Kampala on Sunday, this 
number kept increasing as you can see in the columns. In April 2017, we also started with school 
sponsorships of the children at 22STARS project in the Danida slum in Jinja and from June 
onwards we started feeding 40 kids in Jinja every Saturday: this in addition to the children in 
Kampala, whose number increased to 120 in the summer of 2017. At the end of the year 2017 we 
fed 70 kids in Jinja and 180 kids in Kampala.  As we knew the number of kids kept increasing, 
we saved some money for 2018. Hence we have spent 7.598,33 euro in 2017 and moved 
2.102.94 euro to 2018.  
 
In 2018 we received in 5 months’ time 2583.98 euro from Teller für Teller.  Thankfully we still 
had some money from 2017 as we knew that the number of kids would keep increasing in 2018. 
With the 2.102,94 euro from 2017 we had a budget of 4686, 92 euro. In the first five months, we 
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have spent 4.015,56 euro. So, we have 671.36 euro left for the next month, not counting the new 
donations.  The number of children in our program kept growing.  
 
We have at the moment 270 children in school and of course we hope that this number will keep 
increasing this year, hence we will take accordingly measures regarding the weekly meals. For 
the future months, we need to provide 110 meals in Jinja and 180 meals in Kampala weekly.  
This comes down to around 950 euro per four weeks, not counting extra food during holidays. 
As our budget, right now is a bit lower because of the huge increase of children, we hope to 
either raise more money for food or to make the meals for the children a bit simpler.  
 
Did you know? The meals are not only important as it’s the only time a week that the children 
get a meal with meat or fish, but the Sunday meals also have a big social function. As all the 
children come together as a group, they are bonding and we can see how they are all doing. 
 
And did you know that you also help the whole local community with the food donations?! We 
buy all our food locally and from different small stores! Hence making sure that everyone in the 
slum area benefits from the donation. 
 
How you can help: keep donating every month for food, or throw a small fundraiser at for 
example your birthday party to raise extra money for food. Please ask us for help if you like to 
receive more information regarding the fundraiser toolkit (we will send you a package with 
pictures and tips) or if you have any additional questions.  
 
We are very happy and grateful with your support! 
 
Feel free to join our secret Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/22stars/ In this 
group we post EVERY week pictures from our weekly meals in the slums of Kampala and Jinja. 
 
Much love,  
 
Stella Romana Airoldi 
Founder / Board at Foundation 22STARS  

 

 
A  Kasteelplein 73, 4811XC, Breda, The Netherlands 
P 0031-613518990  W www.foundation22stars.org 
Chamber of commerce 68437870 
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How	we	calculate	the	prices	per	meal,	example	of	90	meals	
 
On average a meal costed between 0.75 to 1,00 euro and we gave also a meal to the men and 
women who helped us cooking and taking care of the children.  In addition, we handed out food 
bags in the holiday season, containing posho and beans, which meant providing extra meals for a 
cheaper price. Also, the exchange rate kept fluctuating between 3500 to 4300 UGX per euro, 
which explains why we sometimes could provide more meals for a certain amount and 
sometimes less and of course we also had to cover the transaction fees when sending money 
from our Dutch banc account to Uganda. But this table should give you a good example on how 
we calculate the amount that we need for our weekly meals for the children.  
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Donations	received	dec.’16	till	dec.‘17	
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Amount	we	spent	dec.‘16	till	dec.‘17	
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Summary	dec.‘16	till	dec.‘17	
 

 
 
In 2017 (plus December 2016) we received in 13 months’ time 9.701,27 euro from Teller für 
Teller. We started feeding 60 kids a week in the Acholi Quarter slum Kampala on Sunday, this 
number kept increasing as you can see in the columns. In April 2017, we also started with school 
sponsorships of the children at 22STARS project in the Danida slum in Jinja and from June 
onwards we started feeding 40 kids in Jinja every Saturday: this in addition to the children in 
Kampala, whose number increased to 120 in the summer of 2017. At the end of the year 2017 we 
fed 70 kids in Jinja and 180 kids in Kampala.  As we knew the number of kids kept increasing, 
we saved some money for 2018. Hence we have spent 7.598,33 euro in 2017 and moved 
2.102.94 euro to 2018.  
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Donations	received	jan.’18	till	May.‘18	
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Amount	we	spent	jan.‘18	till	may.‘18	
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Summary	jan.‘18	till	may.‘18	
 
 

 
 
In 2018 we received in 5 months’ time 2583.98 euro from Teller für Teller.  Thankfully we still 
had some money from 2017 as we knew that the number of kids would keep increasing in 2018. 
With the 2.102,94 euro from 2017 we had a budget of 4686, 92 euro. In the first five months, we 
have spent 4.015,56 euro. So, we have 671.36 euro left for the next month, not counting the new 
donations.  The number of children in our program kept growing.  
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Thank	you	for	your	big	heart!	
	
Thanks again everyone who is donating to the weekly meals of the children! You guys rock and 
make a big difference in the life of the kids and their whole community!  
 
Please keep donating or start a fundraiser, as our group of children keeps growing we need 
every euro to continue with their weekly meals! 
 
Join our Facebook group for more information and pictures: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/22stars/ 
 
'What you do for yourself dies with you when you leave this world, what you do 

for others lives on forever.” 
 
 

Much love,  
Stella Airoldi  


